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points of distinction     freestanding refrigerators

ISOLATED AIRFLOWS AND  
PREMIUM AIR FILTER SYSTEM

 Refrigerator and freezer airflows are 
completely separate from each other

 Prevents any possible odor-transfer from 
the refrigerator to the freezer

 Air filter system is 15x more powerful  
than baking soda at reducing common  
food odors

TWIN FRESH™ CLIMATE CONTROL 
SYSTEM WITH SEQUENTIAL  
DUAL EVAPORATORS

 Dual evaporators operate at two different 
temperatures
- Creates desired storage climates for both 

fresh and frozen foods

 25°F Refrigerator Evaporator 
- Keeps refrigerator humid to help keep 

fruits and vegetables colorfully plump, 
crisp and sweet

 -10°F Freezer Evaporator 
- Keeps the freezer dry to reduce ice-crystal 

formation and minimize freezer burn

 Single dispenser pad for an elegant, 
premium look

 Attractive LED lighting behind the  
dispenser pad

 Touch Screen Electronic Controls

 10 ramp-up LED lights (6 in the refrigerator, 
1 in the crisper and 3 in the freezer)

 Lights elegantly ramp up to full brightness 
when refrigerator or freezer door is opened

 Minimizes shadows and evenly distributes 
light throughout the refrigerator, crisper  
and freezer 

 Gallon-size door bins save shelf space 
-  Extruded aluminum construction 
-  Elegant glass front windows   
-  Integrated handles for easy positioning 

 Spill Shield Technology
- Elegant shelves with micro technology 

that creates surface tension to contain 
spilled liquids

INTEGRATED ICE AND  
WATER DISPENSER 

RAMP-UP LED THEATER LIGHTING SUPERB STORAGE FEATURES 

FPO
selling point

Dual evaporators help 
keep produce crisp 
and nutritious longer, 
while meats remain 
flavorful and ice cream 
stays creamy.

selling point

Isolated airflows 
ensure that ice and 
ice cream never smell 
like onions or fish, 

while the air 
filter system 
reduces odors 
to provide  
a clean, 
fresh-smelling 
refrigerator 
compartment. 

cold, 
dry air

cool, 
moist air
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REFRIGERATOR STYLE

JSC24C8EAM

Configuration

Size 36"

Capacity 23.5 Cu. Ft.

Height 72"

Depth Counter Depth

Available Style Euro-Style Stainless with Apollo Grey Cabinet

Optional Pro-Style® Stainless Handle Kit W10214147A

Features

Twin Fresh™ Climate Control System with Sequential Dual Evaporators ■

Automatic Adaptive Defrost ■

ENERGY STAR® Qualified ■

Integrated Ice and Water Dispenser ■

Touch Screen Electronic Controls ■

Max Cold ■

Automatic Ice Maker with Door-Mounted Removable Bin ■

PUR® Ice/Water Filter ■

Air Filter System ■

Elegance Interior Design ■

Ramp-Up LED Theater Lighting ■

Glass Shelves with Spill Shield Technology ■

Adjustable Door Bins with Gallon Storage ■

Deli Drawer ■

2-Point Front Leveling ■

EURO-STYLE STAINLESS
Sleek, stainless steel design 
with stainless steel handles.

Pro-Style® Stainless 
Handle Kit

W10214147A


